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Teacher's development programme

Yoga & Meditation

Mr.Sunil Bhalla, Yoga Instructor

School Auditorium

11th January, 2018

09:00 a.m, to11:00 a.m.

RDPS, Pitampura

Faculty members I-XII
Teacher Development Programme (TDP)

For Perusal:

website ?OO L

Objective

. To provide an emotional boost through pranayams for deep relaxation.

. To have insight into the basic yoga exercises & meditation techniques.

. To focus on stretching and lengthening the muscles in order to increase flexibility in body.

Description:
'Yoga is like music, the rhythm of the body, the melody of the mind and the harmony of the soul, which
,reates the symphony of life.'

Health is physical need, knowiedge is our psychological need and inner peace is spiritual need when all

tlrree are present then there is harmony. We can achieve this harmony through yoga because yoga

works on mind, body and soul. So, a workshop on Yoga & Meditation was organized for the staff
members to provide an emotional boost with harmony through deep relaxation exercises.

Resource person explained that - "The word'Yoga'comes from the old Sanskrit word'yog'which means

union, joining together, harmony. This necessarily also refers to all our relationships, inner and outer.
Yoga's goal is to help make us a Master of our life, rather than to continue letting the situations or other
people in our life control us.

Resource person demonstrated various yogasanas and pranayams like - anulom-vilom, kapalbhati,
vajrasan, shavasana etc and explained their benefits. He apprised us of correct postures and

';echniques of yoga and meditation. All the faculty members followed these practices to re-energize
j-heir body and mind. He shared various homemade remedies to cure different problems. At the end, the

resource person answered all the queries of the faculty members.

It was a relaxing and enriching experience for all.

Enclosure: Session's snap shots, Teachers' compiled and individual feedback
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snapshots of the Yoga and Meditation session dated 11.O1.18
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